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The traditional and widely used designation “Old Akkadian” itself, as in the early 2nd millennium B.C., i.e., Old Babylonian and Old Assyrian loanwords, or short Akkadian phrases embedded in Sumerian context. Similarity between Turkish & Akkadian Based on Rules of Inflective. Sumerian and Akkadian are vastly different languages. Inflections of this root, however, create a breadth of words, such as kit?b book, kutub books, ketib writer. Only one city is written as KÁ-DINGIR-RA, and that would be Babylon. The Reading and Pronunciation of the Sumerian Word for Monkey. The Sumerian loanwords in Old-Babylonian Akkadian. Stephen J. Lieberman. Published in 1976 in Missoula Mont. by Scholars press. v. 1. Prolegomena and